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Biofeedback is a Part of Medicine

The key word at the Heart of Biofeedback Medicine is "RESPONSIBILITY". From the first moment the Therapist does a Lifestyle inventory of the Behaviors that can Suppress and or Obstruct the Natural Curative force in a Patient's Body until the end Biofeedback Therapy shows that the Patient can indeed Control their Body with their Consciousness and Will Power, the Whole and Wholistic Biofeedback Process Instills "RESPONSIBILITY".
Here is a list of Eductor Medical Claims that have been OKed by the CE Mark and other regulators:

1. SOC - Stress, Behavior and Lifestyle Questionnaire and Risk Analysis
2. EEG - Dual channel for bi-hemispheric comparison
3. GSR - Quadrant measures to guide Physiological Therapy
4. EMG - Quadrant measures to guide Physiological Therapy and Muscle Resonance
5. ECG - Heart Rate and Heart Pulse Amplitude Variability
6. TVEP (Transcutaneous Voltammetric Evoked Potential) or, EPR (Electro-Physiological Reactivity). This is the ability to measure a person's reactivity to the QCC Voltammetric electro signatures of isodes, alferode, nosodes, and sarcoodes
7. VARHOPE - this measuring the basic body electrical factors of Voltage, Amperage, Resistance, Hydration, Oxidation and pH of the body, all registered on the FDA 510k as well as you see from the second excerpt
8. VARHOPE correction, Thru trickle charge electro-stimulation we can fix the body electrical factors, and enhance Sport performance
9. EWH - this is Electro-Wound-Healing for stimulating repair of injured tissue
10. Electro-Acupuncture is OKed in our Clinical Evaluation
11. CES - Cranial Electro-Stimulation is fully OKed for Migraine, Stress, Insomnia, Addiction, Anxiety, Depression
12. MTENS - Micro-current-transcutaneous-electro-nerval-stimulation for PAIN therapy
13. GSRTDCs - Galvanic Skin Reactivity trans Direct Current Stimulation- for cybernetic loop autofocused therapy
14. GSRTDCs - Intellect Enhancement
15. GSRTDCs - MathAbility Enhancement
16. GSRTDCs - Insight Enhancement
SCIO + Pro Educator are Sophisticated Biofeedback Systems Designed to Interface with the Voluntary Mind and the Body Electric to Educate the Muscles, Neurons and Body to Stabilize and Improve Wellness and Health.

We start with a lifestyle evaluation we call the SOC Index and we Educate the Mind, Body and Spirit to Attain Health via Stress Reduction and Awareness.

THE AVERAGE COST OF FULLY VALIDATING + VERIFYING A MEDICAL DEVICE IS WELL OVER $400 MILLION DOLLARS

You must Prove and Develop the Science for Five Years of Published Research

SCIO + Educator Cybernetics

from healing sun light

You Must get an IRB, do Several Double Blind Medical Supervised Studies, Publish them in Recognized Peer Review Medical Journals for over Five Years, and then get the Studies Published in Certified Medical Univ Textbooks
The Science of Cybernetics is the science of communication feedback and system control theory that is connected with the study of self-focusing, auto-adjusting feedback control systems. As in all of Biology for example the Human nervous system and the Brain.

The Eductor is the Only Cybernetic Feedback System for Energetic Medicine Therapy
By Measuring the Body Electric then Adjusting Therapy, We Increase safety + Efficacy

TREATS
MTENS, TENS, GSR, TDCS, EWH

Auto Focusing Cybernetic Loop

Maximum Safety and Efficacy thru Auto-Focused Therapy

Measure Body Electric
This is Happening every second in the EDUCTOR

Apply New Adjusted Healing Stimulation
Analyze Quantum Electric Variables

Calculate Reactions
Make Rectification
Implementation

FDA Registered since 1989
CE Registered since 1996
Medical University Researched Licensed Therapist Monitored CE – FDA Registered Equipment

GSRtDCs
Makes your children better students and better athletes through safe electro stim

Enhance Your Child’s School + Sport Performance

SUPER-LEARNING

http://gsrtdcsschool-intellect-sport-enhancement.com/

The Educator has been Proven and Validated to Enhance Your Children's Intellect and Insight.

"We Can Improve your Child's Sport Performance and their Scholastic Performance"
Get Better Math By Disrupting your Brain

Stimulating the Brain with Electricity aids Learning Speed

Brain stimulation promises 'long-lasting maths boost'

Brain Stimulation Makes the 'Impossible Problem' Solvable - Boosts Insight

Boosting Kid's Brain Power

Effects of GSRtDCs Math Stimulation can Last 6 Months

A Vast History of Peer Review
Medical Journal Validation and Verification for The Eductor

Research Shows How it Stimulates Learning Memory and Insight
GSRtDCs is Galvanic Skin Reaction transcranial Direct Current stimulation is an auto focused measurement of the brain and the self-adjusted stimulation to increase math, insight, memory, creativity and intellect. The Eductor has been scientifically proven to stimulate intellect and school performance and even to win at chess.

In a Double Blind Study, 22 pairs of Subjects got CES Insight Stimulation or Placebo before they played a game of chess. In each Game the Participant who got the CES stimulation Won the Game.

**Simple Math**

SCIO + Indigo Research Results

5 GSRtDCs x 40 min therapy makes
18% improvement in Math
15% improvement in Memory
15% improvement of Insight

Take a Chance, Your Children Deserve a Chance at a Better Life

http://grrtdc-school-intellect-sport-zentnerhealth.com

**3 wave form Generators of the Eductor**

Research Results

5 GSRtDCs x 40 min therapy makes
20% improvement in Math
20% improvement in Memory
22% improvement of Insight

Take a Chance, Your Children Deserve a Chance at a Better Life

http://grrtdc-school-intellect-sport-zentnerhealth.com
In our New Research Study on GSRtDCs SuperLearning Stimulation, 13 ADHD Students with C+D School Averages were Treated with 4 Sessions of GSRtDCs Monitored SuperLearning Therapy.

- 9 of them became A Students
- 4 of them became B students
- All of them Stopped ADHD

Over 30 years of Clinical Research on over 1000 subjects the GSRtDCs monitored therapy has been proven Safe and Effective at Increasing Math Learning and Sport Performance. Research Published in Recognized Peer Reviewed Medical Journals

The Safe Gentle Therapist Monitored Auto-focused Micro-Current Stimulation Increases Osmosis, Enzyme Transfer, Synapse Action, and Electrical Potential of the Brain. This Maximizes the Brain's Abilities and helps to Focus Learning and Sport Abilities. Join the Millions who have had success with this therapy. Your Child's Future is Worth the Investment

http://gsrtdcsschool-intellect-sport-enhancement.com
Sending Electrical Energy into the Cranium can be Dangerous Even Though It Can Stimulate Learning + Sport Performance --Safety Must be Foremost--

**GSRtDCs is Proven Safe and Effective**

1. GSRtDCs was registered safe + effective in the USA in 1989, CE 1997 + now in 2014
2. GSRtDCs has been used on Millions of Patients Without any Significant Risks
3. GSRtDCs uses a feedback loop to monitor reactions to Secure Safety and Efficacy
4. GSRtDCs uses Trained and Licensed Therapists Taught to Maximize Performance while increasing Safety
5. Hundreds of articles and studies Proving the Validation and Verification of GSRtDCs

**Maximum Enhancement of Sport + Learning Performance**

[http://gurtds-school-intellect-sport-enhancement.com](http://gurtds-school-intellect-sport-enhancement.com)
GSRtDCs INCREASES SPORT PERFORMANCE

Studies show increases of:
Strength 3 to 5%
Stamina 3 to 7%
Eye Hand Coordination 5%

Many Clinical Studies Published in Recognized ISSN Peer Reviewed Medical Journals Have shown how the Body Electric VARHOPE Improvements of the GSRtDCs can Increase Sport Performance

Validated, Verified Safe and Effective -- Are Your Children Not Worth It???
Luke 4:23
"Physician, Heal Yourself"

Educate Your Mind
with QBT to Take
RESPONSIBILITY

Mind

Spirit

Body

Environment

With QBT We
1. Reduce the Causes
   of Disease
2. Restore Vitality
to weakened Cells
3. Unblock the
   Blockages of Flow
4. Treat Symptoms
   with Natural Means

We treat the
Individual and
Resort to Drugs
and Surgery Only
When Necessary
The Body is Electric

As we increase Osmosis with Quantum Eductor Biofeedback and we increase the VARHOPE or Electrical Vitality then Everything works better, and then things start to get done that were not functioning before. We should Not be surprised.

We Should Expect Miracles Daily
3rd Party Insurance Payment

$150 and Hour for attended therapy is Usual + Customary

Health Insurance
CPT CODE 90901
Biofeedback training by any modality

All Insurance Companies are Paying for Biofeedback, Even Medicare and Medicaid. Biofeedback builds Responsibility and reduces side effect damages from Drugs.

Here are but a few of the main CPT codes used by QBT

But Biofeedback Requires Supervision from Properly Trained Therapists and Medical Clinicians

You can See the Potential

A good clinic can increase Results and Profit with Quantum Biofeedback

Health Insurance
CPT CODE 97112
Neuro-Muscular Re-education
Heart Disease caused by Stress Diet and Life Style is the Number One Killer. All Insurance Companies want to cooperate with doctors to save people and prolong life.

Join the Biofeedback Movement

CPT Code 95921 Testing of Autonomic Nervous System: Cardiovagral Innervation (Parasympathetic Function)

CPT Code 95924 Testing of Autonomic Nervous System function Combined Sympathetic Parasympathetic Function

CPT Code 95922 Testing of Autonomic Nervous System function Sympathetic Adrenergic Function

SCIO versus Eductor

SCIO

Eductor Brain Wave

EDUCTOR ECG
The Eductor is a registered EEG Biofeedback Device measuring the Electro-EncephaloGraph of each side of the Brain.

CPT Code-- 90901

Recommended for Emotional Evaluations
Enthusiasm and Awareness are the Best Weight Loss Methods

Biofeedback makes you Aware

As Patients learn the Causes of Weight Gain and then they Learn the Way to Reduce it. Improving Life with Exercise, Diet, Herbs, Networking, Stress Reduction, and other Natural Therapies Patients can Learn to Help Themselves by accepting Responsibility increasing Awareness and thus Enthusiasm
Refer to a QBT Near You or Hire one to Work in Your Office

The Quantum Biofeedback Therapist reviews Nutrition of Lifestyle to Educate the Patient on Safe Effective Natural Means to Help their Patients to Eat Better, Digest Better, Detox Better. By Balancing the Stress Induced Sympathetic Nervous System with the Immuno-Digest ParaSympathetic System to Increase Your Patient’s Wellness + Vitality.
A Full Meta Analysis of the Research Validation and Verification of the Educator / Eductor Technology

Meta Abstracts in a book 2013
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Medical%20Research%20Validation%20of%20the%20SCIO.pdf

Meta Analysis Video
http://indavideo.hu/video/Evidence_Meta_Analysis_of_the_Eductor_SCIO_Technology_with_music

International Journal of the Medical Science of Homeopathy, Naturopathy and Energetic Medicine
http://ijmshem4u.com/

Certified Medical University Textbooks
http://imune.net/medicalbooks/

Scientific Validation + Explanation of the Technology
To See the Future of Drug Free Responsibility
Biofeedback with a Hi-Tech Quantum Twist
Go to our Website and Learn More

http://www.qxsubspace.com/
A Professional Quantum Biofeedback Practice can be Very Profitable

And Enjoyable as Well

Work from an Office in your home

Build a Future for You and Your Family

Indigo Athlete wins Gold

Je mineralen gaan alle kanten op.
Online Education is
Convenient
Economical
Standardized
Very Professional

www.imune-europe.com
www.imune.net

ABC website in the USA
http://abcbyd.weebly.com/index.html
CLINICAL EVALUATION

EDUCTOR

measures
treats

Volts and Oscillations (EMG, EEG)
Amps and Oscillations (ECG)
Resistance (GSR)
Hydration
Oxidation (Redox potential)
Ph acid vs alkalinity
Reactivity evoked potential to voltammetric fields of substances (TVEP) over 228,000 measures a second of these energetic factors

Brain wave and emotions with (MCES)
Pain with (MENS) (TENS)

Trauma or wounds (EWH)
Electro Weakness Ph, Redox disorder (VARHOPE Correction)
Trickle charge the body electric

All designed to detect + reduce Electro-stress and Balance the Body Electric Automatically
DISCLAIMER:
Biofeedback Purposes Only
Not for Primary Diagnosis
Please use within your scope of Practice and Please get good Professional Education to Learn how to use and Interpret Results then Validate + Verify Results to accepted Standards.
World Health Products

Rating Service

A group of German Lawyers, Doctors, and Scientists have Come Together to Start an Enterprise to Provide a Honest Rating of the Validation and Verification of Alternative Medicine Products. The Need of a Professional Organization to Provide this Comparative Information is Important. Go to the WHPRS website for info on Validation.

http://whprs.org/
http://www.worldhealthproductservice.com/index.html
WHPRS Rating +11 Platinum science, registration, history, peer reviewed, medical university, Govt License

TUV-CE Approved

Eductor

The word ‘Doctor’ comes from the Latin word ‘Eductor’ which means ‘to teach’.

Thomas Edison said that the doctor of the future will teach the patient how to live and how to eat, exercise and meditate.

The Eductor is a Biofeedback Teacher

PROFESSOR DESIRÉ DUBOUNET
THE DEVELOPER
World Health Products Rating Service

Start from the Bottom and work up
Click what you can Prove you have

SCIO/Educator Device rating is the highest = Platinum

11 European Governmental Professional Work Qualifications for using the device. Platinum rating.  

10 Taught in accredited medical universities and your device/product appears or your peer reviewed medical studies are quoted in certified medical textbooks. This takes a minimum of seven years in peer reviewed medical journals. Gold rating.  

9 Medically supervised, independently researched, double blinds, Peer reviewed medical journal publication Silver Rating.  

8 Double Blind Independent Medically Supervised Studies.  

7 Independent Medically Supervised Studies.  

6 TESTIMONIALS, STORIES OR clinical studies done by your personal staff. Proper Ethics Committees and or Institutional Review Boards are needed, as well as informed consent and full compliance with the Helsinki research accord.  

5 SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES+ SAFETY Registration+ MEDICAL CLAIM Registration - here your device/product is proven safe, and effective for medical uses in the claims you specify in your registration.  

4 SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES+ SAFETY Registration - here your device is safety tested to CE standards  

3 SCIENCE + DEVICE STUDIES- bench tested for performance specs  

2 SCIENTIFIC THEORY- accepted science.  

1 MAGICAL THINKING SCIENCE: here pseudo-science, unproven theories  

0 DIVINATION- the devices uses subtle muscle control of the therapist  

-1 FRAUDULENT-STOLEN – Completely Illegal  

http://www.worldhealthproductservice.com/index.html
Human Sexuality is a Source of Stress, Tension and Disease. With new Quantum Biofeedback we are sensitive to these issues and we try to reduce the stressors and use as natural means possible. But when needed the Medical Supervision might need to use Drugs and or Surgery if needed and 'There is a Time for All Things under Heaven'.

When Natural Medicines and Lifestyle Fail then use Prescription Drugs.
A Biofeedback Therapist must have a fundamental understanding of the physiological and psychological relationships between presenting problems and the causal and physiological dysfunction causing or contributing to them. A Biofeedback Therapist can help a patient deal with stress or lifestyle concerns. They can provide Lifestyle advice, relaxation training, muscle toning reeducation, meditation, exercise, networking, stress adjustment, and other OTC safe and evidenced based drugless therapies. Biofeedback therapists treat patients with any concern, but they do not treat or diagnose Diseases directly. Biofeedback therapists need to work within the medical system and with other clinicians for safety and professionalism. Biofeedback Therapists work to achieve insight into reducing the causes of disease, insight into triggers of suffering, insight into finding networks for good communication and insight into developing Wellness. They must know how to perform a good competent psychophysiological recording and to increase networking skills, self-awareness and responsibility of a patient. The therapist must be able to make reports.

Quantum Biofeedback Therapists must be aware of how VARHOPE and TVEP EPR reactions can be used and how the body electric responds to rectification.
Dr Selye found that Accumulated Stress Weakens the Immune and Nervous Systems so all Diseases become more Prevalent. Everyone in the World Knows that Accumulated Stress Causes and or Aggravates all Diseases and By Reducing the Stressors of Life we can Improve our Health and Wellness. Biofeedback thus becomes a very Integral and Important part of Medicine

The Future of Medicine

János (Hans) Selye (Hungarian: Jan 26, 1907 – Oct 16, 1982) was a pioneering endocrinologist. He conducted the very important scientific work on the hypothetical non-specific response of an organism to stressors. He was the first to demonstrate the existence of biological stress and how accumulated stress is the major cause of disease. His Genius was inspirational and he is referred to as the Einstein of Medicine.
Your Attitude Determines Your Altitude

“There is Nothing so terrible as Activity or Life without Insight.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (German poet)

BIOFEEDBACK DEVELOPS INSIGHT

“Energy and Persistence conquer all things.” – Benjamin Franklin

Personal development of insight is the process of achieving and expanding your full potential. Dream big, develop yourself, unleash your potential, play well with others, play to your strengths, enjoy the process, share your unique gifts with the world, and grow your greatness by testing yourself, listening to your deeper nonverbal body electric, expanding yourself, learning and improving …

Personal Development of Insight is a Journey, NOT a Destination.
The Eductor helps you to interface with your unconscious to develop insight by interfacing with the body electric.
Eductor has a 2nd + 3rd Wave form Generator

With Quantum Biofeedback We can Deepen Meditation by Using ETM which is Electro-Transcendental Meditation. People can Attain Faster Results with More Mental Control, Less Effort, Relaxed Peace and Aware Enthusiasm.
Cybermagnetic

$6,000

Using the computer's headphone and microphone jacks, we can first analyze the patient's voice patterns for energetic disturbance and then choose sound files for relaxation, healing or energy. The music is sent into the body thru the headphones and a magnetic field generator. A magnetic field detector then receives the signals from the body establishing a cybermagnetic loop. The computer can then change the music to help the patient's body electric.

The Cybermagnetic Chair can be purchased with the zero gravity chair you see for $1200 extra, or with the simple back cybermagnetic pads to put on your own chair for $5000 euros with the QT software included. This system can operate independently or interface with your QXCI, SCIO, Indigo or Eductor.

The Revolution in Energetic Medicine Continues

Voice Scope display
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<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voice Scope display

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pictures on China, AC Milan, San Antonio Spurs, Dennis Johnson

The first sport study with the Quantum Xroid technology was on members of the Cleveland Browns football team in 1988. The results were amazing and all of the participants went all Pro over the next five years. Having worked with the power lifting team of Hungary in 1991 they went from moderate to gold medal performance.

AC Milan bought some systems and their injury level dropped 91%. This was because the system can stimulate and accelerate healing of injured tissue. They asked for us to develop the device to sharpen the athletic skills of the clients. With this in mind we developed a way to sharpen coordination, endurance and strength. AC Milan won the European championship the next two years. We worked with Dennis Johnson ex twice NBA MVP in the San Antonio Spurs system. The results were amazing.

The Chinese Olympic team had us do a study. Out of their 487 athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games, they assigned 150 of the sick, old, weak, and tired to us. The study was to see if we could repair injured tissue and get an athlete back onto the field. The results were astounding. Out of the hundred medals won by the Chinese our 30% of the injured performers won 33% of the medals. Our athletes were not supposed to win. And because of this Desire’ was awarded an honorary Gold medal.

Sports medicine has entered the energetic arena. There are those who want to win and they differ from those who want to conform.

Some of the best cyclists in the world have used the SCIO to win championships
EDUCTOR AN ADVANCE IN SCIO TECHNOLOGY

IT IS A SCIENTIFIC FACT THAT A LOW LEVEL VOLTAMMETRIC PULSE CAN INHIBIT PAIN SIGNALS.

THE SCIO WILL LET THE PATIENT'S BODY ELECTRIC AUTOFOCUS A HARMONIC PULSE TO MAXIMIZE THIS EFFECT. THIS IS CALLED

MICRO-CURRENT TRANSCUTANEOUS ELECTRO-NERVAL STIMULATION AND CAN HELP YOU TO REDUCE PAIN WHILE HELPING YOU FIND THE CAUSE...

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

Mandelay Kft
tel: +36 21 252 3503
web: www.qxsubspace.com
e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Healthy membrane potential and adequate body voltage makes all of the functions of the cell work better.

Low Body Voltage leads to weak membrane potential, weak osmosis, trapped toxins, premature aging, and increased susceptibility to virus.

Eductor and SCIO Technology

Charging the Human Battery

Factors that influence the body voltage and membrane potential are fatty acids in the cell membrane, minerals, especially salts, hydration water, oxygenation, stress, toxins and lifestyle.

The SCIO has been proven in tests to increase the electrical potential of the body. Increased cellular membrane potential makes osmosis increase, which increases detoxification, nutrient transfer and absorption, hydration, oxidation, and all cellular functions in general.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us
Mandelay Kft
tel: +36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Electro-Pollution Affects Us All

cell phones do affect the brain
the shields can help a little BUT

The SCIO can undo the damage by regulating and balancing the Body Electric’s Regulatory Processes + increasing VARHOP

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us
Mandelay Kft
tel: +36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
The Scientific Results are in, the SCIO Works
Published in an ISSN Peer Reviewed Medical Journals

The SCIO will improve the body electric VARHOPE by five% as an average after just one session. The AutoFocusing Harmonic therapies of the Cybernetic Loop of measuring, stimulating, re-measuring, all guided at maximizing the body electric potential will improve your body electric by an average of five%. Improvements of Voltage, Amperage and thus power. Improvements of Resistance and Hydration that means improved enzyme and osmosis transfer of nutrients and detoxification. Improvements in Oxidation meaning more endurance. And improvement in Ph meaning more health. No wonder there are a mile long list of testimonials. Now we can understand why the sport athletes get such great results. A five% improvement is a great edge for a professional sportsman. The patented and proprietary process of the SCIO and QIC have been proven on the world scientific stage to work wonders of improving and stabilizing the body electric.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us
Mandelay Kft

tel: +36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
It is scientific fact that when a low level voltage and micro-current pulse is applied to the body osmosis, enzyme activity, and healing are increased. The SCIO will let the patient’s body electric autofocus a harmonic pulse to maximize this effect. This current applied to the cranium has been shown to stimulate the learning process and increase memory retention, and learning. There is published research on these therapies. The new world of energetic medicine can help you to learn twice as much in half the time comfortably and easily.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

Mandelay Kft.
tel: 36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
A FOOTBALL LIFE
FRIDAYS 9ET

HORMONE STREAMING WORKS !!!

SCIO + Athlete=Gold
SCIO is Proven in China

The SCIO technology has been legally registered with the US FDA since 1989 and now registered all over the world and fully approved in Europe.

The SCIO helped in boosting performance under pressure.

Hormone Streaming Works !!!

The US Olympic team thanked Prof. Nguyen for helping them win the 2004 and 2008 Olympic Championships.

The SCIO helped in boosting performance under pressure.

The SCIO helped in boosting performance under pressure.

"The SCIO turned around my career!" - Brad "The Donut"


Indigo Athlete wins Gold

Wang Feng - Gold

Victory is Easier With the SCIO

Hormone Streaming Works !!!

The AC Milan team thanked Prof. Nguyen for helping them win the 2004 and 2008 Olympic Championships.
Peer Reviewed Med Research has Shown that the Cybernetic Loop Technology Can Stimulate Insight and the Creative Brain.

There is a Different Set of Laws in the Right Brain.

In over 100 studies the Electro-Stimulation Technique is shown Safe and Effective.

When Set Free from Word Verbal Dominance and Properly Stimulated the Creative Insight Brain can Flourish.
Spinal injury and pain

Using MTENS, and TVEP the SCIO can treat the spinal area for injury and pain. Sending in an auto-focused sophisticated pulse different for each patient based on their personal electrical needs.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

Mandbath Ltd

tel: +36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Spontaneous???

SEEMS LIKE MAGIC
BUT IT IS JUST THE EDUCTOR
It is a scientific fact that when a low level voltage and micro-current pulse is applied to the body, osmosis, enzyme activity, and healing are increased. The SCIO will let the patient’s body electric autolocus a harmonic pulse to maximize this effect. This current applied to the cranium has been shown to help autism, attention deficit and hyperactive children. It has been shown helpful for anxiety, addictions, emotional disturbances, and insomnia.
USE EDUCTOR CES FOR FEAR, PHOBIA AND PARANOIA

EVIDENCE BASED

Sending in an auto-focused sophisticated pulse different for each patient based on their personal electrical needs.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

Mandelay Kft

| web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Eductor is CE registered for Electro-Acupuncture
MAGNETIC ELECTRO-ACUPUNCTURE BRAIN STIMULATION
MAGNETIC WAND

Lose Weight with Electro-Shock Therapy

By Douglas Rich on January 29, 2013 @ healthhabits

A new study, published in the journal Obesity and Weight Loss Therapy, has found that cranial electrotherapy stimulation was able to amplify the weight loss effects of both...

Better Living Through Electrochemistry

By Rocky Adler (February, 2013)

We can direct the Power of the Cybermagnetic Music or the SCIO/Eductor Energy into an Acupuncture point or into a Brain area

Use the SCIO Eductor magic scalar wand for A New Intense Version of Acupuncture
Scientific Research Published in Peer Reviewed Medical Journals has Proven the Eductor can Enhance Intellect, Memory, Insight, Creativity, Attention Span and Over-All Scholastic Performance

Science has proven we can Tune the Body Electric to Enhance Sport Performance

Science: 5% to 15% Sport Enhancement is the Difference Between 1st and 2nd Place
Veterinary Medicine
From IMUNE

Animals have Love, Compassion, Empathy and Consciousness
Nature has the Best Medicine
Official CE Eductor Brochure - Click pics to Link -

Super Powers

Energetic Medicine can Stimulate your Mind to see the Future

The Science of the Eductor
Australian researchers have come up with a non-invasive ultrasound technology that clears the brain of neurotoxic amyloid plaques - structures that are responsible for memory loss and a decline in cognitive function in Alzheimer’s patients. If a person has Alzheimer’s disease, it’s usually the result of a build-up of two types of lesions - amyloid plaques, and neurofibrillary tangles. Amyloid plaques sit between the neurons and end up as dense clusters of beta-amyloid molecules, a sticky type of protein that clumps together and forms plaques.

Budapest Researchers have seen improvement on Human Subjects with safe low level ultra sound combined with magnetic and electronic stimuli to assist the sonic vibratory process to break up plaque.
Price List
Or Should We Say Asset Attainment List

Small Minds are Afraid of New Technology, Where Large Minds see it as an Opportunity

Financing and Leasing Available

Cybermagnetic Loop Chair Sound and Magnetic Stimulation
6,000 Euro

SCIO Biofeedback Systems –
retail new = 11,000
There is a 1%-2% signal degradation/year for the SCIO
You may wish to upgrade or replace your old SCIO

Cyber-Magic Wand for Acupuncture = 150 euro

Professional Eductor Cybernetic System –
retail new = 19,500 euro
SCIO trade in = 13,500
Indigo Trade in= 14,500
All payable as directed by Eclosion kft, QX ltd

The Eductor buyers must have a viable health care license or be enrolled into the IMUNE course.
The SCIO / Eductor can be prescribed for HOME USE to help your children with autism, attention difficulties, superlearning, sports, injury, pain, relaxation....

Monthly rental fees can be as low as 350 Euro a month.
Contact your SCIO therapist for information...

If you need more information on the SCIO / Eductor Technology and purchase/rental details please get in touch with us.

Mandelay Kft
tel: +36 21 252 3503 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Medical Device Sales Opportunity

Educator Educator
NSY

Build your Future for you and your Family

Get in on the Ground Floor

Of the Top 10 Jobs of 2014, 9 of them did not exist in 2000. The New Jobs of the Future will have New Technology.

Be Prepared for the Future with Nature Science and You
Biofeedback Equipment

People have been interested in personal development throughout history. But, what is interesting is what is happening today. Never in history has there been as much interest in personal development and self-help material as there has been in all history!

Before the printing press was invented by Gutenberg being into self-help was not what almost all of the people were interested in. In those times it was difficult to find places or people with good personal development information.

Responsibility Training, Drugless Therapy Available for you NOW
Study done at Youngstown State University
"The Trivector Signature of Human Beings as a Basis of Psychic Communication" 1974
Research with 20 pairs of intimate couples showed a reactive Trivector body electric and a subspace transfer of information
Contact Information: